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[Intro:]
This well hidden secret
Is mine to tell
And yours to keep... 

[Strophe #1:]
I wrote a thousand pages
They're torn and on the floor
I'm waiting here for ages
Still locked behind this door
I stuck in fledging stages
Something itches me so sore
I'm chained to imitated places
Without a horizon to adore... 

[Chorus:]
Someone gave me a feeling that everythings going as
planed
Then everything fell apart back to the beginning, where
it will end
I made a compromise with an illusion, eating out of
your hand
Scared of directions left to go, by the hope that you
may grant

[Past Chorus:]
So where did I go wrong?
And where did I come from?
So what should I do from now?
And what will I reach somehow?

[Strophe #2:]
I felt a thousand feelings
And all what's left is hate
I ached for lifetime healings
What is the key to my escape?
I'm traffic in human beings
There is a price for you, I made

[Breakedown:]
It's all a matter of right dealings
So what's the price to get you laid?
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[Chorus:]
Someone gave me a feeling that everythings going as
planed
Then everything fell apart back to the beginning, where
it will end
I made a compromise with an illusion, eating out of
your hand
Scared of directions left to go, by the hope that you
may grant

[Past Chorus:]
So where did I go wrong?
And where did I come from?
So what should I do from now?
And what will I reach somehow?

[Outro:]
A clock shows fading hope
So If you would turn back time
You'll have to watch it passing by
Untill forever ends
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